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Embedded World 2018 took place in Nuremberg from 27 February to 1 March . It brought a valuable 
update on developments in embedded computing as the area grows into the opportunities of 
industry 4 .0 and the Internet of things (IoT) . This report summarises our main findings from the event .

Embedded World has become the world’s main trade show for industrial IoT . The event showed 
healthy growth over the past 12 months, with the number of attendees rising 7 percent to 32,000 
people and more than 1,000 companies exhibiting .

In spite of the show’s larger scale, there were a few surprising changes among exhibitors . There was 
no big presence from Nvidia, Dell or Microsoft, unlike previous years . We suspect that the coincidence 
of Mobile World Congress in the same week caused some major companies in this space to prioritise 
between the events .

Historically Embedded World has been more focused on the practical technology and business 
aspects of embedded computing and IoT, and less on glamour and hype . In 2017, a few eyebrows 
were raised when several exhibitors featured a car on their stand, making it more showy, and the 
trend continued this year with Renesas Electronics hiring Formula E driver Nick Heidfeld to do an 
interview and sign autographs on its stand on the first day . Despite this, Embedded World is still a 
long way from the glitziness of CES and Mobile World Congress .

There was evidence of some of the newer buzzwords in the technology sector being firmly applied 
to the industrial area, with artificial intelligence as the most prominent . Moving on from an emphasis 
in previous years on security, the tag line above the show’s main entrance highlighted “It’s a smarter 
world” and the theme of the conference was “Embedded Goes Autonomous” . There were also the first 
sightings of virtual and augmented reality .

IoT is a huge opportunity for those involved in industrial embedded computing and there were clear 
signs at the show of faster adoption, indicating that the market has passed an inflection point during 
the past 12 months .

We also noticed a move away from developments that typify the maker movement to a more 
professional approach that allows prototypes to be scaled more rapidly and easily .

At the event in 2017, CCS Insight identified a shift toward a more software-driven world . This time, it 
was clear that this transition is moving along . Modern software approaches, cloud services, machine 
learning and artificial intelligence are starting to have a significant impact on the industrial IoT market .

These trends may lead to a “software spiral” at the network edge, together with rising expectations in 
customers’ management teams . In turn, we expect that this could bring an acceleration in cycle times 
in some of the industries served .

The range of security options for IoT systems has improved over the past year . The task now is to 
ensure that they are properly incorporated into IoT products . Although budgets are problematic, 
most companies understand the consequences of failing to implement these measures .

Executive Summary
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A large number of companies we spoke to said they had seen a noticeable increase in the pace of 
adoption over the past year . This also became clear at Intel’s IoT Solutions Alliance networking event 
before the show officially started, which saw a record number of attendees and brought a strongly 
upbeat outlook from Intel executives in the keynote presentations .

This positive mood was echoed in various segments of the supply chain including GE, Wind River, 
Canonical with its Ubuntu Linux distribution, and micro-operating system provider MicroEJ, which 
reported several of its clients moving into mass production as well as growth in the number of 
customers fuelling its expansion .

To some extent, this is happening because of general maturity of the supply side, as more systems and 
software originally designed for embedded computing are becoming more suitable for the IoT world . 
This manifests itself in the form of more secure protocols, gateways with a richer range of connectivity 
options, better software tools and so on .

One significant development is the rise of pre-packaged systems from a range of suppliers, which take 
the market somewhat beyond the growing amount of development kits . This was one of the major 
themes at IoT Solutions World Congress in October 2017, with the Industrial Internet Consortium 
majoring on test beds, Dell with its blueprints approach, Intel with 56 Market Ready Solutions 
addressing specific uses, and more .

The benefits of these pre-packaged solutions are that they take much of the commercial and technical 
risks out of navigating the complicated supply chain, and allow customers to spend their energy on 
addressing the problem they are trying to solve . They may not fit exactly what each customer needs, 
especially because each company will have its own mix of legacy equipment and systems to integrate 
with . Nonetheless, they offer a solid starting point for tackling challenges — one that can then be 
adjusted as needed to fit the organisation .

As the range of these offerings expands, we will see calls for variations to suit specific countries, where 
there might be different suppliers, regulations and vertical markets . So, using Intel as an example, its 
announced plan to reach about 100 Market Ready Solutions during 2018 may mean that there are, in 
practice, several hundred products in the programme . This will add a new layer of product and channel 
management in the business .

GE takes this approach further, offering a fuller package that also includes a suite of services built on the 
pillars of technical support, system integration, financial analysis and human aspects such as training 
and workflow adaptation .

This shift of the market into a phase of more rapid adoption could lead to a period of sustained high 
growth, because there are many other drivers of adoption . They include:

• A higher number of pilot projects;

• More pilots being scaled up to full systems;

• More projects per customer as they extend their use of IoT to other parts of the organisation (one 
supplier described this as “land and expand”);

• Higher value per project as customers develop their skills in machine learning, digital twins and 
other technologies, and seek to take advantage of IoT to change business models .

However, some companies did not agree that the market has passed an inflection point . They said the 
noise level has definitely risen, but that this does not contribute to their revenue . These were mainly 
companies that do not run on a per-device revenue model, like some providers of real-time operating 
systems . Others mentioned that although the volume of devices in use is rising more quickly, this does 
not translate into a higher propensity to spend money in software, as there is still a strong preference 
for free software .

Industrial IoT Has Passed an Inflection Point, But Not for All Players
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In tandem with faster adoption is a shift away 
from the maker movement that has been 
such a big part of the market in recent years .

There were still lots of Raspberry Pi devices 
on show at Embedded World and people 
pushing an approach that typified this 
movement, such as Udoo, whose stand 
had something of a student bedroom feel 
to it . However, many more players offered 
developer kits, software and services 
designed to move easily to full projects .

Seeed announced its Eagleye 530s developer 
kit priced at $79, which is pin-compatible 
with Raspberry Pi products, but based on 
Samsung Artik production modules . This 
makes it easier for volumes to build and also 
brings industrial-grade security at the outset .

Aaeon announced its UP AI Edge developer 
kit . This provides a Movidius Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI) card, an 
expansion card with an Intel Cyclone field-
programmable gate array and a controller 
board powered by Intel’s Atom processor . At 
about $300, this package offers very capable 
development tools for getting started on 
machine learning projects and, according to 
Aaeon, is aimed at “professional makers” .

Fujitsu showcased its ClickBeetle developer 
kits for low-power wireless uses . They come 
in variants supporting Bluetooth Low Energy, 
Zigbee and Wi-Fi, and have a battery module 
as well as a module enabling e-ink displays . 
Their miniature design is intended to be 
more convincing for the management teams 
of user organisations than those built on 
a Raspberry Pi device wired together with 
several peripherals . ClickBeetle also provides 
an early prototype that is much closer to the 
final power budget than a regular developer 
kit, so developers can concentrate on where 
to optimise in scaling up projects .

Move Over Makers, Let’s Focus on Scale

Fujitsu ClickBeetle developer kit
Source: CCS Insight

Udoo stand
Source: CCS Insight
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One of the most hyped IoT areas in 2017 was wide area networks, as various narrowband technology 
variants dominated news, including Sigfox, LoRa, NarrowBand IoT (NB-IoT) and LTE Category M1 . Despite 
the buzz, the subject seemed to be a lower priority this year, with notable absences from Sigfox and 
LoRa operators . We think this is because Mobile World Congress took place in the same week and several 
suppliers opted to exhibit at that show .

Nevertheless, Nuremberg highlighted some useful activity in wide-area networks . Arm launched its 
Kigen operating system, adding SIM functionality that is built into IoT system-on-chip designs, and a 
remote provisioning server for rapid on-boarding of large numbers of devices . The server side could be 
run by operators, cloud service providers and others . Arm has taken the view that the vision of billions of 
connected devices on mobile networks cannot be fulfilled with the economics of current and e-SIM devices . 
To lower the SIM cost to cents, it is necessary to integrate the functionality even more tightly .

Multitech revealed that its Multiconnect Dragonfly embedded system-on-module is now fully integrated 
with Samsung Artik modules and starter kits, enabling the first cellular-connected Artik systems and 
offering an LTE Category 1 connection .

Radio module manufacturer Telit showcased its new NB-IoT module . It mentioned this and other 
narrowband options are at an early stage, so there is no clear winner yet . According to Telit, NB-IoT is 
currently costlier than LoRa, but is expected to achieve economies of scale faster, which should help reduce 
costs over the coming few years .

Deutsche Telekom, the only network operator at the show, promoted several different IoT projects 
connected using NB-IoT networks — a technology that it is pushing hard . They included smart parking 
and waste bins, as well as some future products such as walking sticks for elderly people and sensors for 
monitoring air and water quality . The operator said it is pleased with the technology and continues to see 
great potential for it . Deutsche Telekom promises full national coverage in Germany by mid-2019 .

Less Emphasis on Wide-Area Networks
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Software Is Eating the IoT World

Last year we pointed to early signs of software and cloud practices starting to have a strong influence 
on the way things are done in industrial IoT . This year’s show underlined this, with a clearer sense that 
software is eating the IoT world as far as major technologies and practices are concerned .

Current software approaches including containers, virtualisation, serverless functions, and processing 
streamed data were commonplace throughout the show floor . Using these techniques enables a 
greater focus on software functions or workloads, especially at the network edge . They also allow 
users to spend less time on integration with the lower levels of the software stack . This is similar 
to the way a smartphone user really only cares about apps, and is generally less worried about the 
operating system, middleware and so on .

A good example was Rigado’s Edge Connectivity gateways, which are typically sold into smart 
buildings, shopping malls and restaurants for machine telemetry, beacons and taking food to the 
correct table, for example .

A major announcement at Embedded World was that these gateways now use Ubuntu Core . Rigado 
comes from a background of low-power wireless connectivity and has written a middleware layer 
for its gateways that ensures edge applications do not attempt conflicting radio access requests . To 
do this, it has worked closely with Canonical, which has opened new Ubuntu APIs . Rigado cites the 
iPhone and WordPress as examples of systems that have successfully dealt with all the plumbing 
underneath, freeing users to focus on the applications layer, where in this case, the applications are 
downloaded as Ubuntu Snaps .

This approach is commendable, but the range of uses and the volume of legacy equipment in the 
industrial world mean that some integration is still needed in most industrial projects .

Rigado Edge Connectivity gateway
Source: Rigado
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We also noticed more attention on software for the user interface layer, mainly thanks to analytics 
and data visualisation . This is giving rise to a stronger pull on more-powerful processors that support 
high-level operating systems with richer frameworks for the user interface . It also brings a growing 
opportunity for established cross-platform user interface tools . For example, The Qt Company is 
well known for developing user interfaces in embedded machines and other areas such as PCs and 
mobile phones . It is progressively adapting to the IoT world . At the event, it showed an MQTT module 
and integration with the KNX standard for voice control of smart building systems . It is working with 
devices without a user interface, providing a browser-based format and relevant communications 
protocols . Some people are also using Qt to create digital twins . The company is primarily targeting 
medical, automotive and industrial automation segments .

A particularly interesting theme is the tension that is emerging as embedded computing, which 
has historically been driven by hardware, adapts to new software paradigms . At present, there is a 
huge preference for open-source software because it is free . Some software companies are starting 
to argue that, if there is a shift toward a software-driven approach, it may well be worthwhile to put 
more investment into the software, on the grounds that the best software is likely to come with a 
price . They also recognise that this could have beneficial effects or savings in coding efficiency or 
hardware .

Microsoft used the event as the start of a renewed push behind Windows IoT Core, its embedded 
operating system for network edge devices . According to Microsoft, although various versions of 
Linux have a large market share in the IoT market, the reception for Windows IoT Core has been highly 
favourable, thanks to its richer set of developer tools, drivers and other features .

Taking a different angle, McObject, which provides eXtremeDB, argues that its database is more 
efficient than most free software, and so will deliver considerable hardware savings . This is a database 
with very small footprint and compliant with ACID criteria, meaning its operations can be guaranteed 
in terms of atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability . It is optimised for edge devices such as 
set-top boxes or gateways . Because of its speed and efficiency, the solution is also used on servers in 
high-speed trading environments in the banking sector . At Embedded World, the company showed 
the recently launched eXtremeDB 8 .0, which adds an array of features for IoT uses including stored 
procedures, time series support in edge devices, augmented backups, enhanced encryption, and 
compression with lower costs for in-memory databases .

Software Is Eating the IoT World
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Cloud Is Consolidating for IoT: Fortune Favours the Big

The world is not short of IoT cloud platforms . There are about 500 cloud services serving the IoT landscape in 
some way, and this is clearly more than the market can currently support . Many of these solutions have just a 
few clients and will struggle to run a road map that offers a competitive level of development compared with 
larger players . As a result, some consolidation is taking place .

Major cloud providers are very interested in IoT: Microsoft and Amazon Web Services (AWS) have substantial 
positions in the market and have both released edge components during the past 12 to 15 months . Microsoft’s 
Azure IoT Edge and AWS Greengrass offer cloud functions running in containers on edge devices . Microsoft has 
had a large stand at the show for the past two years, and AWS IoT was present for the first time in 2018 .

AWS reinforced the big announcements it made at its re:Invent developer conference in late 2017 . They 
included taking over the stewardship of freeRTOS, a real-time operating system widely used in IoT; various IoT 
functions such as improved device management and enhanced authentication; improved security for edge 
devices with Device Defender; the addition of machine learning inference to Greengrass; and an IoT analytics 
suite . It also exhibited its DeepLens camera, which has a deep learning system inside and comes with tools and 
algorithms for getting started on building and using deep learning models for computer vision . We expect this 
to become a highly popular developer kit .

Google was absent from the show . The company has a limited IoT offering with IoT Core, but we expect 
a strong push later in 2018 . It has some useful components, but they are not packaged into a suite that is 
optimised for IoT .

Also significant in the cloud services area is the recent news from Samsung that it has embarked on a project 
to consolidate its various IoT cloud offerings . Through acquisitions it has several relevant platforms including 
SmartThings, Artik and most recently Harman Ignite . The resulting common infrastructure will serve the 
company’s internal divisions as they move to connect all their products . It will also support Artik’s and Harman’s 
business-to-business clients in many industries . This initiative will take time, so Artik continues to offer its Classic 
cloud service .

In spite of this consolidation, it is still necessary for organisations in the IoT industry to work together to build 
specific projects . As an example, Artik announced a collaboration with PTC to work with its ThingWorx cloud 
platform . Samsung will provide device management functions on Artik and PTC will offer analytics using its 
platform .

Not all providers are currently aligned with this consolidation . For example, Deutsche Telekom and Bosch are 
both running multiple cloud platforms for their various services . The German operator justifies this with the 
claim that it can supply “The right cloud for the right project” . We treat this assertion with some scepticism and 
expect it to find challenges in running several platforms and development programmes with considerable 
duplication between them .
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Edge and Fog Computing Are Huge Themes for 2018 and Beyond

Edge computing has been building as a theme at Embedded World over a couple of years . At 
one level, most embedded computing is already edge computing, so the trend could be seen as 
meaningless hype . However, the term is being applied more usefully to the processing of streamed 
data from sensors in edge devices through local analytics or machine learning .

The event was host to a large number of launches of edge computing devices offering different 
specifications, connectivity options and designs .

Many IoT projects rely on a combination of edge devices, on-premises computing and cloud services . 
With this set-up, there are clearly options about what computing work is carried out at each level and 
how to optimise it . This is the field of fog computing .

The Open Fog Consortium was present at the show discussing its reference architecture, released in 
2017 . This has been widely accepted, and the priority for 2018 is to take it a step further by offering 
specifications and creating an interoperability testing programme .

While the Open Fog Consortium has been developing its reference architecture, the edge computing 
area has become complicated with the existence of the EdgeX Foundry, the Edge Compute 
Consortium led by Huawei, and Mobile Edge Computing headed by the European standards body 
ETSI . So, a core component for the Open Fog Consortium is working with these bodies to try to 
prevent fragmentation .

At the same time, other players are launching working systems . Wind River, for example, has 
started to talk about its new Fluid Compute system . This is a progression from its Titanium Control 
virtualisation system, launched in 2017, which it described as going very well . Titanium Control is 
now also being run in the cloud, giving Wind River the full view from its real-time operating system 
at the edge, VxWorks, through on-premises virtualisation to the cloud . This puts it in a position with 
Fluid Compute to set overall parameters for where and how different workloads should run . It also 
enables more flexible management and allows scenarios of graceful degradation and automatic 
failover to be developed . Wind River expects pilots of the new system to start later in 2018 .

In a similar vein, Virtuosys, a start-up born out of IP Wireless, provides an edge server with a range 
of connectivity options such as USB, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and IEEE 802 .15 .4 . It integrates 
a proprietary mesh protocol that is agnostic to the transport layer, but mainly runs on the Wi-Fi 
network between devices . The server performs cloud functions at the edge, while communicating 
with other devices over the mesh for orchestration . The apps or workloads run in the Docker platform 
on the edge server . Virtuosys is seeing early wins in retail where Wi-Fi coverage is often poor, giving 
store users a better experience with local apps . Its server is also being trialled in train systems, 
offering Wi-Fi connectivity to passengers and meshing with other parts of the system when a train 
comes into a station .

Note that some suppliers warn that the orchestration in fog computing may not be fast enough to 
adjust the system after a failure in some cases, so other mechanisms such as dynamic backups will 
still be necessary .
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Still Early Days for Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning  
Despite Fast Growth

Although industrial IoT is one of the big potential areas for machine learning and artificial intelligence 
to help transform companies, it is early days . Right now, industrial IoT analytics is mostly at the simple 
end of what is possible: for example, flagging the breach of a threshold and tracking averages and 
exceptions .

Relative to other sectors, industrial IoT is seeing a fairly low level of hype in artificial intelligence 
and machine learning; the sector is generally not talking about grand planet-scale topics and is 
concentrating more on tools for specific jobs in industries .

Although the hype is low, there is huge interest in using neural networks, deep learning and other tools 
for processing data using inferencing at the edge of the network . It is clear that IoT systems are starting 
to produce such high volumes of data that the only sensible way to use it, in many cases, will be to 
carry out most of the initial processing at the edge .

Much of the initial effort in machine learning is happening in computer vision, as it has a broad set 
of applications in sectors such as production machinery in factories, surveillance, access control, 
agriculture, healthcare, automotive, smart buildings and smart cities .

Computer vision is a central investment area for Intel, following its acquisition of Movidius in late 2016 . 
This is underlined by several demonstrations that used Movidius chips . Camera manufacturer Hikvision 
showed an embedded camera also powered by Movidius technology . The device was equipped with 
a deep learning model inside, reading bar codes from a spinning wheel to illustrate the speed of 
processing . Although the addition of machine learning raises the price of the camera, Hikvision claims 
the overall system can be lower in cost than when running machine learning on a separate gateway or 
industrial PC .

By contrast, Mentor Graphics, a subsidiary of Siemens, demonstrated face detection and recognition 
using TensorFlow technology running on a newly launched AMD Ryzen Embedded V1000 processor .

Many other areas of machine learning and artificial intelligence also have strong potential in industrial 
IoT . Predictive maintenance usually offers an attractive business case and relies on machine learning 
to spot the early onset of degradation or wear in a machine . There are many other uses of pattern-
matching in time series data from sensors, where machine learning is an especially useful tool .

FogHorn, a start-up in machine learning at the edge, showed its Lightning system, which it has 
integrated with Wind River’s Helix Device Cloud for device management and Titanium Control for 
virtualisation . These platforms enable it to perform live updates on a working system . FogHorn 
Lightning is also employed as the edge component of GE Predix systems .

Just before the event, Qualcomm launched its AI Engine . This is a collective branding of several of its 
hardware and software components such as the Snapdragon neural processing engine, which is a 
middleware framework for allocating computing resources to machine learning frameworks . It also 
supports the Android neural networks API, released with Android Oreo . Furthermore, AI Engine offers 
the Hexagon neural network library that lets developers run algorithms directly on the Hexagon Vector 
processor in Snapdragon chips . The solution is available on Snapdragon 845, 835, 820 and 660 chipsets .

In a similar move, Arm announced Project Trillium, a suite of products covering hardware and 
software needed to embed machine learning into Arm-powered devices . It includes the company’s 
ML Processor designed to efficiently handle neural networks, the second generation of its Object 
Detection Processor with detection carried out with a lag of only four frames, and a computing library 
offering machine learning software for Cortex-A CPUs and Mali graphics processors .
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A “Software Spiral” Has Started at the Edge

The drive toward more processing of streamed IoT data at the edge, containerisation of apps on edge 
devices, edge cloud functions, the introduction of fog orchestration and especially the strong interest 
in machine learning at the edge, means we are at the beginning of a “software spiral” . In other words, 
the expansion of software on a device over time will fuel the need for hardware upgrades . It is similar to 
what the PC and smartphone markets have experienced .

At first sight it is possible to specify edge devices with enough processing power and memory to cope 
with the known uses for that device . However, as they become more general-purpose computing 
machines, we will see higher expectations of what can be achieved with them .

This relates partly to generating more value from an IoT project during its life by carrying out more 
sophisticated analytics at the edge . But it is also about the ability to do software updates more easily, 
including the operating system and apps running on it . The more a user organisation follows this 
approach, the more it will see it as a faster way to adapt processes or do things differently — and its 
expectations will rise accordingly . There is an element of “buying futures” here: the full set of functions 
used during the life of the hardware may be unknown at the time it is purchased, but there will be an 
expectation that it will be possible to load more software onto devices as new requirements become 
clear . This could lead to faster cycle times and competition in many industries, as companies find that 
they can change things more rapidly .

In Nuremberg, this was visible in the launches of edge devices, where the feeds and speeds are 
becoming more important . It also came across in the way semiconductor players are raising the bar at 
the high end and progressively improving capabilities across the range .

For example, AMD announced the EPYC Embedded 3000 and Ryzen Embedded V1000 processors . 
Both bring the company’s x86 Zen architecture used in PCs and data centres to the embedded market . 
The first new product series is aimed at devices without a user interface, for networking, industrial 
edge computing and storage machines . The second family of processors targets machines with 
displays, such as medical imaging and casino machines . It offers double the processing performance 
of AMD’s previous R range and incorporates its Vega graphics to enable up to four 4K displays . Several 
companies released devices powered by these processors at the show .
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Qualcomm announced its Snapdragon 820E embedded system-on-a-chip to add a new high tier 
to its portfolio for the embedded market, sitting above the 600E and 410E introduced in 2017 . The 
Snapdragon 820E will support computer vision, other forms of machine learning and multimedia 
uses as found in digital signage, smart retail, robotics and others . The solution launched with partner 
support from Arrow, which offers the DragonBoard 820c development board .

NXP introduced its i .MX 8M family of applications processors that scales from very low power devices 
up to quad-core systems running machine learning . Built on that, it also debuted its “IoT-on-chip” using 
an Arm Cortex A7 processor in a chip that measures 14 mm by 14 mm, and including support for Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth, as well as an optional secure element .

This improvement in capabilities throughout the range is creating interesting dynamics in the IoT 
market for operating systems . As high-end processors become more established, high-level operating 
systems are finding a broader market . In the mid-tier, some of the large number of real-time operating 
systems are being squeezed at the top end of their market . This is partly because high-level operating 
systems are encroaching, and partly because more-powerful hardware ensures that differences in their 
performance are less significant . Several of them are now competing on other parameters such as boot 
time, integration with legacy code, quality of developer tools, support and others .

As smaller devices become more capable, real-time operating system players are also moving to 
lower levels of microcontroller, into areas occupied by micro-operating systems like MicroEJ . However, 
the bottom end of the market is itself growing very rapidly, with possibly billions of previously 
unconnected devices such as light bulbs, so it does not feel under threat . For similar reasons, MicroEJ 
reported that its goal is also to be as easy as possible to work with thanks to improved tools, support 
and so on .

A “Software Spiral” Has Started at the Edge
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Security Options Available Have Improved

The main theme of Embedded World 2017 was security, and this is one of the biggest areas to get right 
in IoT . This year, the event offered encouraging signs that the range and quality of security options for 
IoT systems has improved strongly over the past two years .

Illustrating this progress, Arm reiterated that its direction is to make it easier to implement solid 
security measures from the design stage, as it is very difficult to add it on later . In 2017, it launched its 
hardware root of trust; this time it released its Kigen family .

Trustonic, whose Kinibi hardware-isolated operating system is already used by 1 .2 billion connected 
devices, rolled out its new Kinibi-M trusted execution environment for microcontrollers . It is aimed 
at the large number of smart devices with Arm Cortex-M processors, which include a wide variety 
of machines such as insulin pumps . Trustonic also announced Digital Holograms to supplement the 
hardware root of trust . The idea is that a digital hologram “sticker” is provided from Trustonic servers to 
a device at each stage of its progress through the manufacturing process and supply chain . The labels 
cannot be copied or removed and details are kept in a tiny local blockchain in secure memory to offer a 
full audit trail .

Ruckus Wireless announced its new IoT Suite, which consolidates multiple IoT radio networks into a 
single secure network using its access points, IoT radio modules and controller software . The combined 
system provides digital certificates, traffic isolation, encryption and physical security .

High-level operating systems and major cloud providers are investing in security at a level that other 
players cannot match . We expect them to become central to future discussions about IoT security . 

The task for the industry now is to ensure that companies adopt these improved security options 
and best practices into their product designs . The prevailing climate has been to decide what level of 
security is needed based on budget, but some of the recent high-profile security breaches have shown 
the reputational damage that these vulnerabilities can cause . As a result, the overall tone from the 
event was that manufacturers and end-customers are taking the topic much more seriously .
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Other Themes

Mesh Networking Gathers Momentum

Mesh networking has large potential in IoT, but is complicated by having numerous different 
standards to choose from: Zigbee, Thread, several proprietary options and now Bluetooth Mesh, 
which was ratified in 2017 .

Thanks to Bluetooth’s overall position in the market, Bluetooth Mesh is reported to be attracting 
a lot of interest in industrial areas, and the first products are starting to emerge . However, some 
suppliers criticised the technology for being power-hungry — acceptable for use in mains-
powered devices such as light bulbs, but less efficient in battery-powered products . For the 
latter, a proprietary protocol built on a Bluetooth radio, such as Wirepas Mesh, or a 1EEE 802 .15 .4 
technology like Zigbee or Thread would be more favourable .

NeoCortec, a rival to Wirepas, showed its proprietary NeoMesh, launched in 2017 and nominated 
for an award at this year’s event . The solution offers an ultra-low power wireless mesh network for 
sensor networks .

You Would Not Have Known That the GDPR Is Only Four Months Away

In May 2018, a change in the European privacy regulation will come into force, known as the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) . Significantly, it introduces a tougher penalty structure 
with fines for non-compliance at levels that are close to anti-trust fines . It applies worldwide to 
anyone who sells into Europe or who handles data about European citizens; it brings several new 
requirements in the areas of profiling and anonymization, recognising that technology is moving 
quickly in this space; it strengthens users’ rights; and, most importantly, it will affect a lot of IoT 
projects .

Walking around the show there was almost no discussion about the arrival of, or impact from the 
GDPR, and the topic was strangely absent from conversations there . Based on our research, many 
IoT companies are not sufficiently aware of how the regime will apply to them, or are not ready for 
it . We were alarmed that it was not a hot topic and recommend suppliers to take a good look at the 
GDPR urgently .
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Conclusion

After many years of single-digit growth in industrial IoT confounding the hype about the market’s 
potential, there are finally signs that adoption is picking up . No one doubts the enormous opportunity, 
and it is encouraging that companies are addressing the area at a faster pace . As adoption builds, there 
are strong forces that will shape the landscape: software, cloud, hardware commoditisation, economies 
of scale and consolidation . These will have seismic effects on some suppliers, and the trends are already 
clearly visible .

Industrial IoT has been a hardware-driven world and largely still is . However, that is set to change as 
modern software practices, cloud services, machine learning and artificial intelligence play larger 
roles . This raises many questions about where companies should prioritise investment, both between 
hardware and software and at various levels of the stack . Although the market is clearly structurally 
different from the smartphone and PC landscapes, we expect some of the same effects .

This will bring a greater focus on the upper layers of software and key enablers, with greater 
expectations of how systems can be updated and changed . The lower layers of software and hardware 
options will become increasingly commoditised .

As this happens we also expect to see economies of scale start to gain more importance in a range 
of areas including security, cloud, chipsets, operating systems and artificial intelligence systems, as 
developer attachment and momentum become crucial metrics .
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